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There is growing awareness that the decision making tasks required for 

selecting appropriate control actions involve cognitive skills in addition to 
the mastery of formal procedures. Cognitive skills are those used to acquire, 
store, and use knowledge. These skills are needed to solve problems, make 
decisions, make inferences, and reason about the effects of inputs to a system 

or process. Decision making tasks required of nuclear power plant operators 
involve cognitive skills, especially in situations where formal procedures may 

not exist or may not be prescriptive. This paper reports on research on 
cognitive skills and nuclear power plant operational decision making sponsored 
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) under a contract with the 

Westinghouse Science and Technology Center. Dr. Randall Mumaw was the 
principal investigator. The research is reported in two NRC documents: 
NUREG/CR-6126 "Cognitive Skill Training for Nuclear Power Plant Operational 
Decision Making," and NUREG/CR-6127 "The Effects of Stress on Nuclear Power 
Plant Operational Decision Making and Training Approaches to Reduce Stress 

Effects."

The objectives of the research project were to: identify cognitive 
skills and stress coping skills associated with severe accident mitigation and 
response; identify and evaluate training programs/techniques in nuclear and 

other industries to determine their effectiveness in developing these skills; 
and evaluate these training programs/techniques in terms of their application 
to the nuclear power plant environment. This paper is excerpted from 
NUREG/CR-6126 and reports on an aspect of the research related to the 
identification of cognitive skills required for severe accident management 

based on an analytic model of decision making for severe accident conditions.

In addition, scenarios were developed to reveal specific decision making 
difficulties and to test the cognitive skills associated with each of the 

model’s elements.

The research team investigated the potential cognitive demands of severe 
accident management on control room operators and technical support center 

staff who would be most involved in the selection and execution of severe 
accident control actions. The following characteristics of severe accident 
management were identified as relating to an increased need for cognitive 
skills: decision-making authority may be shared or transferred from the 
control room to the Technical Support Center (TSC), which leads to an
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increased reliance on communication and group problem-solving skills; reliable 
and accurate plant state data may be more difficult to obtain; guidance 

documents may not be as prescriptive as current emergency operating 
procedures; uncertainty in decision making may be increased; and stress levels 

on decision makers may be increased.

An analytic approach to identifying cognitive skills required for NPP 

decision making was developed. This approach used as a starting point a model 

of decision making, borrowed from Rasmussen (1986), that has been widely 
applied to NPP operations. This model was modified to capture performance in 
both standard procedure-guided (primarily rule-based) decision making (normal 

and emergency operations) and severe accident management (SAM) decision 
making, which has a greater likelihood to be knowledge-based. The model was 

used to identify cognitive skills required for skilled performance and 

cognitive skills that may be required to mitigate factors that can impair 

performance. In addition, both crew skills and individual skills were 

identified because SAM decision making requires both. The performance model 
captures both rule-based and knowledge-based decision making, since the 
evolution of a severe accident may require transitioning from Emergency 
Operating Procedures (EOPs) to a Severe Accident Management Guidelines (SAMG) 
document or to a situation not sufficiently covered in either.

The model is comprised of the following six general processes used for 
describing decision-making performance;

Monitor/Detect - active (monitor) and passive (detect) means for acquiring 

data about plant state. Sources of data include alarms, indicators, CRT 
displays, other individuals. Often, the first indications of an abnormal 

plant state are acquired through passive means in the sense that the operator 
is not actively seeking that indication. After operators have been alerted 
that an abnormal condition may exist, they will actively acquire plant state 
data. At this point operators seek out specific indications, monitoring 
parameter values or indications that provide a description of higher-level 

processes or functions. As the transient evolves operators maintain both

means for acquiring data. This component also addresses the need to integrate
individual indications into a more complete picture of plant state.

Interpret Current State - the development of a mental representation about the

current state of the plant. This representation may include interpretations 
concerning faults and causes of abnormal symptoms, or it may be only a 

prioritized list of symptoms. When developing a mental representation, the 

decision maker does not simply attempt to make sense of the plant state 
indications presented but actively selects, organizes, and integrates certain
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indications believed to reveal some understanding about plant state.

Determine Implications - the determination of how the current plant state will 

progress (e.g., potential consequences, side effects). A set of goals is 
defined in which more important goals are given higher priority and complex 

goals may be broken down into subgoals. In some evolutions, several critical 
goals may be identified. The decision maker needs to determine whether these 

goals can be satisfied simultaneously or whether the goals are linked in some 
way. For example, actions to achieve one goal may place a second goal in 

conflict or delay action on the second goal. Hence, goal trade-offs need to 

be considered.

Plan - the selection of a response plan, which could be a high-level action or 

formal procedure, that addresses the goal(s) with the highest priority. There 
are three potential paths for developing a plan. The first two paths rely on 
established plans, e.g., as written procedures (EOPs and SAMG); this is rule- 
based decision making. The third path (formulate response plan), is a 
knowledge-based approach to decision making. Although all three paths require 
some decision making, the third path requires greater reliance on the decision 

maker's ability to think through a plan that will succeed.

Control - the coordination and execution of a specific sequence of control 
actions. This may include establishing and altering priorities of actions as 
plant state evolves, allocating actions between operators when actions are not 
routine, and coordinating control actions being taken in numerous locations.

Feedback - the information gained from control actions is used to update 

understanding. This component identifies information at three levels. First, 

the operators receive feedback (monitor actions) from the controls that the 
control action was executed successfully. Second, operators should see changes 
in parameter values or in indications of plant functions that are the result 
of the control action. At the highest level, operators are provided 
information about whether the control actions are supporting goal achievement.

The performance model was then used to identify cognitive skills. The 

primary input to this analysis were task analyses of decision making required 
in similar settings. Completed analyses exist for nuclear power plant 

emergency operations as well as analyses of performance in fields such as 

electronics troubleshooting, medical diagnosis, and complex problem-solving 
tasks. The model identified cognitive skills for the individual as well as 
the team. Team cognitive skills are clearly critical in the support of crew



coordination. In SAM decision making, team members are distributed and have 
access to different information. Cognitive skills make possible effective 

communication between team members and increase the likelihood that critical 
information gets to the decision maker. If the team can work from the same 

deeper understanding of the situation--i.e., an accurate mental representation 

of the event, a recognition of the highest priority goal, and a clear idea of 

the functional intent of the plan or procedure for achieving that goal--team 

performance is enhanced. The model also considered likely impediments to 

task performance. Hence, for each of the six decision making processes, 
situational factors were analyzed as potential sources of human error; 

cognitive limitations and biases were considered to provide an understanding 
of cognitive challenges in a demanding situation; and cognitive skills 

(individual and team) were identified as needed to enhance decision making 

performance and to reduce or eliminate cognitive limitations and biases. 
Following are examples of identified situational factors, cognitive 

limitations and biases, and cognitive skills for each of the six decision 
making processes:

Monitor/Detect:

Situat ional Factors:

-Plant systems and data may be lost 
-Sensors and indicators can fail 

-Data may become unreliable 
-Ideal indications may not be instrumented 
-Unusual value range may reduce sensitivity 

-TSC may have data access limitations
-TSC may need to rely more heavily on data reported through voice 
communication from the control room and other areas of the plant and my be 
susceptible to misinterpretations, false alarms, and lost context.

Cognitive Limitations and Biases:

-Limitations in attention and working memory

Cognitive S k i l ls  (Indiv iduals ) -.

-Ability to determine accurate indications of plant state 
-Ability to integrate plant state indications 

-Ability to identify meaningful events

Cognitive S k i l ls  (Team):



-Ability to communicate important plant state indications to the decision 

maker

Interpret Current State:

Situational Factors:

-Phenomena less well understood 
-Attribute symptoms to known influences 

-Symptoms may be distributed to many systems 
-Important evidence can be obscured

Cognitive l imitations and Biases:

-Garden path interpretations 
-Representational limits 

-Confirmation bias

Cognitive Skills (Individuals):

-Ability to make inferences about current plant state 
-Ability to determine expected influences and relevant data 

-Ability to recognize links to existing procedures and SAMG

Cognitive Skills (Team):

-Ability to provide team input to interpretation process 

Determine Implications:

Situational Factors:

-Competing goals 
-Removal of alternatives

Cognitive Limitations and Biases:

-Representational limits may lead to a simplified or incomplete representation 
-Faulty conclusions

Cognitive Skills (Individuals)\

-Ability to use a mental representation to simulate an event’s progression and 

identify goals
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-Ability to determine goal priorities

-Ability to recognize links to existing procedures and SAMG

Cognitive Skills (Team):

-Ability to provide team input to goal identification/priority setting process 

Plan:

Situational Factors:

-Uncertainty of plant state
-Communication between various players can lead to additional workload for 

addressing each concern 

-Time pressure

Cognitive limitations and Biases:

-Representational limits

-Incorrect information and misconceptions

Cognitive Skills (Individuals ):

-Ability to identify appropriate existing response plans 
-Ability to formulate response plan 
-Ability to evaluate response plan 
-Ability to determine action sequence

Cognitive Skills (Team):

-Ability to provide team input to planning process 

Control :

Situational Factors:

-Control actions less well specified
-Personnel may be less familiar with their roles and need for coordination 

-Confusion may be added with increase in personnel 
-Noise and activity can be obstacle to clear communication 

-Uncertainty and time pressure

Cognitive Limitations and Biases:
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-Attentional and working memory limitations
-Incorrect action due to inability to determine the correct goal

Cognitive Skills (Individuals):

-Ability to manage the execution of a response plan 

-Ability to execute control actions

Cognitive Skills (Team):

-Ability to coordinate related control actions

Feedback:

S7 tua17on a 1 Factors :

-Data acquisition problems
-Less valid data or transitory indications of plant state 

Cognitive Limitations and Biases:

-Limitations on monitoring goal achievement and evaluation of the response 

plan
-Confirmation bias
-Oversensitive criterion for shifting plans 

Cognitive Skills (Individuals):

-Ability to use plant state data to determine that control actions are having 
desired effect
-Ability to evaluate appropriateness of response plan

The above analysis provided one technique, a performance model, for 

identifying cognitive skills required for decision making. Another technique 
was the use of twelve SAM scenarios (6 PWR and 6 BWR) which were developed to 

provide insights about cognitive skills and as a means to confirm or 
disconfirm the performance model. The scenarios created situations in which 

the following were generally true: standard means for mitigating problems are 
removed or impaired; there are potentially multiple, inter-dependent threats 
to plant safety; the phenomena tied to the event are less familiar or less 

well understood. Each scenario was linked back to the performance model by 

determining the degree to which the activities suggested by the scenario were 
accounted for by the elements of the model. The test revealed no significant
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flaws in the model. The scenarios emphasized three broad areas of the model; 
interpret current state, determine implications; and plan. These are the 

elements of the model most strongly tied to knowledge-based decision making. 

Hence, the scenarios aided in confirming assumptions underlying the 

performance model.

In conclusion, the above description provides a characterization of the 

knowledge and skills required to perform at a high skill level and to 

eliminate or mitigate performance problems. These are the least detailed 
cognitive skill descriptions. That is, specific domain knowledge and specific 

cognitive processes have not been included. For a more detailed specification 
of cognitive skills, a different form of cognitive task analysis could be 

applied to identify specific knowledge. Thus, the list of cognitive skills 

developed is not a sufficient specification of cognitive skills for developing 
detailed training materials. However, it does identify the general cognitive 

skill categories required for decision making. It is. also important to note 
that these cognitive skills can benefit performance in a number of ways even 

when rule-based decision making is used, including to; develop expectations, 
support confirmation and disconfirmation of hypotheses about plant state, aid 
in interpreting procedures, aid in communicating intent, and in evaluating, 

that the selected plan is succeeding, etc. Hence, cognitive skills are used 

in all aspects of operations--from detection to execution and in rule-based as 
well as knowledge-based decision-making, and training can play an important 
role in enhancing these skills.


